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The Lancaster Liederkranz is running a summer special: $3 for tap #3, which rotates locally 
brewed PA craft and German-style beers. At this time, LLK is featuring Gunpowder Falls 
Maibock. A 6.4% ABV authentic single bock, this amber lager is well balanced with a bracing 
dryness. Prost! 

Beers designated as "Tripels" use up to three times the amount of malt than a standard Trappist ale. Despite the 
higher alcohol and complex flavors, Tripels are relatively simple beers yet offer complexity and depth. An attractive 
bright yellow to gold in color, a shade or two darker than the average Pilsener, they sport a big, dense and creamy 
head. These ales are hopped somewhat for a beer with such a light body for its strength, but at times the bitterness is 
barely perceived due to the delicate balance of malts and hops. Victory Brewing in Downingtown and Parkesburg 
brews their famous Golden Monkey Tripel with pilsner malt, Tettnang hops, and Belgian yeast. The Belgian yeast 
character gives up aromas of banana and clove with slightly fruity flavors which are balanced with a light, earthy hop 
character. Savory notes of orange and spice are followed by a dry finish in this excellent but deceptive (9.5% ABV!) 
beer. 

Brewhouse Grill owners Norm Fromm and Larry Dolan opened Ever Grain Brewing Company in 2016 in the former 
Sun Motors facility off Carlisle Pike in Camp Hill. Since then, they have developed a fine reputation in the central PA 
beer scene. Ex-Troegs brewer Bruce Tanner was recently joined by Austrian Manuela Rustler, a Doeman’s brewing 
school graduate who had stints at Hofstetten and Paulaner as well as Boxing Cat Brewery in Shanghai. The highly 
rated Ever Grain Joose Juicy IPA is their flagship IPA and the basis for imperial and triple versions. Fresh and 
aromatic, this 6.2% ale showcases the best qualities of the style; aromatic hoppiness that balances well with sturdy 
malt flavors. A Mid-Atlantic take on a New England style IPA, it has a strong malty back bone (6%) supporting 60 
IBUs of resinous, piney and citrusy hops. 

Larry Bell sold his first commercial beer in 1985. Now the 7th largest craft brewer in the nation, Bell’s has a great 
international reputation. The American Homebrew Association's Zymurgy magazine named the Two Hearted Ale the 
best brew in the nation based on a 2017 reader poll and it was also considered the best IPA in the world by RateBeer 
in 2014. It’s named after the Two Hearted River in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, a stream made famous by the Ernest 
Hemingway short story. Brewed with 100% Centennial hops from the Pacific Northwest, this IPA bursts with hop 
aromas ranging from pine to grapefruit due to massive hop additions in both the kettle and the fermenter. Perfectly 
balanced on a solid malt backbone and combined with the signature fruity aromas of Bell's house yeast, this 7% ABV 
beer is easy going and inviting. Best in the World? – check it out! 

Wheat beer is a top-fermented ale, which is brewed with a large proportion of wheat relative to the amount of malted 
barley. The two main varieties are German Weissbier and Belgian Witbier. If you are wondering if there is a difference 
between Weissbier, Weizenbier, Hefeweizen, or Brauweiss; they’re all basically the same. Weizen is the German 
word for wheat which began being extensively used for beermaking a round 1500. It’s possible that due to its lighter 
appearance, Weissbier, or “white beer” became a corrupted term during the following centuries. Hefe, or “yeast” is 
allowed to remain in some versions providing a cloudier beer; Krystall Weizen is completely filtered. All are redolent 
of banana and clove which are the result of fermentation with specialized strains of yeast. These are typical 
biergarten beers, which is a culture that brings people together all over the world. 

The Liederkranz is pouring 2 topnotch examples of this popular summer style. Paulaner Hefeweizen is the no. 1 
Hefe-Weißbier in Germany and one of the world’s favorites. The most recognized of all Paulaner beers, it has a light 
hop flavor and balances subtle bitterness with an unmistakably fruity character; banana and a bit of mango and 
pineapple. The 5.3% alcohol content allows session enjoyment. Ayinger Brauweisse is a "brut" beer having a lively, 
champagne-like sparkle with a delicious, smooth body from a malt bill of about 60% wheat. When well poured, this is 
a beautiful draft beer. It finishes with a subtle spicy, fruity note that comes from a traditional Bavarian top fermenting 
weissebier yeast strain. A mild 5.1% ABV allows for session enjoyment. 

The Hacker and Pschorr breweries have been part of the heart of Munich since 1417. The high-quality beers the 
brewery produces are all made in accordance with the Bavarian Purity Law and contain only water, malt and hops. 
Today the site of the original Hacker brewery is home to the Altes Hackerhaus restaurant and is still a popular 
meeting place for all friends of Hacker-Pschorr. Hacker-Pschorr Munich Gold is brewed with pure spring water and 
Marthe, Grace and Catamaran barley grown in the Swabian Jura and in the Upper Palatinate Region of Bavaria. 
Hacker-Pschorr’s centuries-old, exclusive yeast strain ferments the wort to a moderate 5.5% ABV and 20 EBUs of 
Hallertauer Tradition Hallertauer Herkules hops add some tang and balance. The result is a full-bodied yet mild taste. 

And remember, the current tap list is ALWAYS available at http://llkbm.surge.sh/ 

http://llkbm.surge.sh/


 Lancaster Liederkranz beer drinkers enjoy quality regular beers and an array of rotating items. If one of the 
beers has gone off tap, ask your bartender to suggest a similar, tasty replacement. 

Enjoy!   
Lancaster Liederkranz Beer Guy - Jim Weber 

The LLK beer staff tries to satisfy customer interests at all times by providing a range of beers for disparate tastes, 
alcoholic content, and budgets. We know beer drinkers at the Liederkranz take their beer seriously! If you have 
concerns, suggestions, comments, or just wish to send ramblings on the subject, please send to Jim Weber at 
jimweber.lancaster@gmail.com or Matt Trout at matttrout44@gmail.com. Enjoy and see you at the club! 
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